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A person is living with dementia  
(not always suffering)

1

We can make a difference to a person living with 
dementia by becoming “Dementia Friendly”

2

Entering a person’s world can reduce conflict3

Support for the family is crucial for the well-being of the 
family and for the person living with dementia

4

Take care of yourself and try to keep a 
sense of humour!

5

Five top tips

Becoming a Dementia Friend: Small Ways You Can Help

A message from Michelle Minsky, 
Head of US Chesed
 

I am delighted to welcome you all to the Care for US 
Conference and hope that you will find something 
useful to take away with you from the day – whether 
that’s why we all need to be aware of issues such as 
child sexual abuse, learning what the point of a power 
of attorney is or just as importantly, making a useful 
contact with someone from another community or with 
one of the experts in the field. To help in the process, 
here is a short booklet of tips written by today’s 
speakers, which will give you a resume of some of the 
crucial areas in the topics they cover – whether that 
is in a talk that you did attend or one that you didn’t. A 
few tips crop up in a number of areas – things such as 
the importance of listening, empathy not sympathy and 
also looking after yourself, a useful reminder for us all.

I very much hope that you all enjoy the day and that 
you come away with a renewed sense of the value of 
what you do and how much it contributes to the well-
being both of individual members and communities.



Tina Freedman and Karen Bunt
US Chesed Co-ordinators ( Belmont Synagogue) 
tina@860cl.co.uk

Bobbi Riesel
Independent bereavement counsellor
bobbi@riesel.co.uk

Making conversation and getting to 
know people is easier than you think

1 Listening is so valuable1

No matter what amount of time you have you can 
make a difference

2 Accept that grief is normal2

There is a task to suit everyone – phoning, 
shopping, chatting, delivering, cooking

3 Empathise without becoming involved3

Volunteers gain as much as they give4 Have regard for boundaries4

Commit to do one thing today – the US 
will support you

5 Look after yourself5

Five top tips Five top tips

A Rough Guide to Volunteering with USCC Bereavement Support: Simple Steps To Make a Difference



Elaine Tarsch
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Emma Byre and Caroline Tunkel
Chai Cancer care
emmabyre@chaicancercare.org; carolinetunkel@chaicancercare.org 

Be there to listen, ask what you can do to help
Every person with cancer is an individual –  
ask them what they need and want

1 1

Don’t assume that parents are dealing with grief 
together, they may need support in different ways

Life goes on – people with cancer might just 
want to just chat or go for a coffee

2 2

Acknowledge the baby, ask questions
Offer practical help – organising paperwork, help 
with meals or lifts to appointments

3 3

Anger towards the hospital, family and friends  
is normal

Listen and be there for people4 4

Offer practical help and support including 
signposting to other organisations

Recommend Chai Cancer Care – the Jewish 
community’s cancer support organisation

5 5

Five top tips Five top tips

Stillbirth Support in the Jewish community Supporting People With Cancer and Their Families



Tova Hersch
Jewish Marriage Council
info@jmc-uk.org

Value each person in the relationship/family as 
an individual

1

Avoid blame and judgement2

Full attention is required when listening3

Give empathy rather than sympathy4

Give people contact numbers for helplines such as the 
Samaritans or the “Jewish Helpline”, for times they might 
need someone to talk to

5

Five top tips

Family Breakdown - Understanding the Impact

Emma Dorman
JAMI
Emma.dorman@jamiuk.org

1 in 4 of us will be impacted by mental health problems in 
any year, so it’s okay not to be okay

1

Look after yourself – find out what works for you and 
make time to do it, whether it’s mindfulness, a walk in the 
park or listening to a playlist

2

Learn about your limits and respect them. Sometimes we 
have to say “ no for now”

3

Connect with others. Being with people we like and 
appreciate is good for our mental wellbeing. 

4

Seek help sooner rather than later for yourself or your 
family, your GP will be able to guide you to local services 
or call JAMI on 0208 458 2223

5

Five top tips

Mental health: A beginner’s guide



Paula Plaskow
Jewish Care
pplaskow@jcare.org

What information does the person understand 
about their situation?

1

Does the information match with what the carer knows?2

Get the person to call their GP if you are worried 
about their pain/health issues

3

Find out if there is a Lasting Power of Attorney in place4

If feeling out of your depth, call Jewish Care5

Five top tips

Partnership working in end of life care: the importance of 
co-ordination and communication

Yehudis Goldsobel
Migdal Emunah
yehudis@migdalemunah.com

Miriam Coleman
Norwood
Miriam.coleman@norwood.org.uk

Shirley Maginley
NSPCC
smaginley@nspcc.org.uk

Safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility1

If you are worried or just not sure, say something2

Acknowledge that abuse happens and know the signs3

You don’t have to deal with it alone4

Abuse ruins lives but the right support can save lives5

Five top tips

Child sexual abuse: Whose responsibility is it? 
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